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Yorkshire Post: Drax to double biomass production with £436m deal to
slash carbon emissions

"Drax is to buy a Canadian wood pellet producer for £436m in a deal which will double its biomass
production capacity and turn it into the world’s leading biomass generation and supply business."
LINK

Read more » Yorkshire Post: Drax to double biomass production with £436m deal to slash carbon
emissions
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Argus Media: Germany launches CCUS support

"Germany's economy and energy ministry is preparing a subsidy programme aimed at supporting the
country's raw material industry in developing technologies for carbon capture and utilisation or storage
(CCU/CCS)."
LINK

Read more » Argus Media: Germany launches CCUS support
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The Guardian: Balloon test flight plan under fire over solar

geoengineering fears

"Swedish environmental groups warn test flight could be first step towards the adoption of a potentially
“dangerous, unpredictable, and unmanageable” technology."
LINK

Read more » The Guardian: Balloon test flight plan under fire over solar geoengineering fears
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EurekAlert!: Coal and COVID-19: How the pandemic is accelerating the
end of fossil power generation

"This way, fossil fuels were partly squeezed out of the electricity generation mix in 2020 and global CO2
emissions from the power sector decreased around 7%."
LINK

Read more » EurekAlert!: Coal and COVID-19: How the pandemic is accelerating the end of fossil power
generation
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Reuters: REFILE-FEATURE-Scared by global warming? In Iceland, one
solution is petrifying

"Engineering fixes for climate change are gaining attention and investments in 2021 as companies such as
Microsoft and leaders from China, the United States and the European Union work on long-term plans to
achieve “net zero” emissions goals."
LINK

Read more » Reuters: REFILE-FEATURE-Scared by global warming? In Iceland, one solution is
petrifying
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Utility Week: Will Gardiner: The next nine months are critical

"Drax chief executive Will Gardiner shares his thoughts on the countdown to COP, calling it a unique
opportunity to showcase the UK’s decarbonisation expertise. However, he warns that to present a coherent
argument on how we will tackle emissions, the government needs to be clear on frameworks for supporting
the rapid scale-up of a diverse range of technologies."
LINK

Read more » Utility Week: Will Gardiner: The next nine months are critical
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Atlantic Council: Charting a path towards net-zero: The importance of US
leadership in carbon dioxide removal

"While goals and commitments are a critical first step, the question then becomes how does the United
States achieve those goals?"
LINK

Read more » Atlantic Council: Charting a path towards net-zero: The importance of US leadership in
carbon dioxide removal
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Bioenergy Insight: 2021 Outlook – “BECCS is critical to achieve net zero”

"Events of 2020 — the COVID-19 pandemic that has killed over two million people and severely
impacted the global economy, and extreme weather and natural disasters around the world — have
heightened awareness about human impacts on the natural environment. This has galvanised action to
tackle the climate crisis and shone a spotlight on solutions that will be crucial in meeting climate targets
such as sustainable biomass for power, negative emissions, and bioenergy with carbon capture and storage
(BECCS)."
LINK

Read more » Bioenergy Insight: 2021 Outlook – “BECCS is critical to achieve net zero”
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E&E News: 'Counterintuitive': The planet warmed as virus reduced CO2

"The sprawling economic consequences of the pandemic "slightly warmed the planet" for several months
last year, according to research released this week."
LINK

Read more » E&E News: 'Counterintuitive': The planet warmed as virus reduced CO2
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Podcast: Reviewer 2 does geoengineering: Pippa Gawley of Zero Carbon
Capital talks to Andrew about investing in startup up climate tech

"Pippa Gawley is an experienced investor (with a science and investing background) and here explains the
how and why of companies that show promise in climate change tech might be chosen for investment at
the gritty starting point."
LINK

Read more » Podcast: Reviewer 2 does geoengineering: Pippa Gawley of Zero Carbon Capital talks to
Andrew about investing in startup up climate tech
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